Creating a Secure Media Library
& Delivering Safe Access to
Media for Your Users
An insight into the issues faced when delivering
media content as part of modern teaching and how a
secure video platform can help overcome them.

In recent years there has been a huge increase in the demand for online video content,
creating a new industry of content producers, from hobbyists to professionals. It is now
easier than ever to ﬁnd online video content. Websites like YouTube and Vimeo provide a
free resource for educators to ﬁnd content to incorporate in learning resources, however,
there are drawbacks and many of these are only more recently coming to light. As a result,
it is now commonplace for platforms like YouTube to be blocked on networks of
educational organisations. YouTube has over 1.3 billion registered users and 300 hours of
video being uploaded to the platform every minute. YouTube’s success is ironically the
reason that educators are questioning its value - useful content has been diluted and the
user base is so large that it is now open to abuse by a small percentage of users.

The Key Problems Educational Organisations
Face when Using Social Video Platforms...

Inappropriate Content
With so much content being hosted on social video platforms they are almost impossible to moderate. This leads to
malicious, inappropriate and unsuitable content ﬁnding its way onto the platforms. In March 2017 BBC Trending
reported that thousands of videos on YouTube looked like popular cartoons but actually contained disturbing plot
twists. There have also been documented instances where even the ’kids’ versions of social video sites have been
compromised. Read more
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Lack of Control

Protecting Students from Predatory Accounts
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mark content as private, for staff only and for moderation.
Also, with new regulations regarding the management of
user data, uploading personal media to an unsecure platform
could potentially compromise an organisation’s GDPR
compliance.

How will a Secure Video Platform Help?
A secure video platform like Planet eStream enables organisations to manage
and deliver their media from one centrally managed platform. It provides a safe
and secure environment for students and staff to upload, create and share
their digital media assets and learning resources.

Create Your Own
Private ‘YouTube’

Share Content
Securely

Access to Educational
Resources

Control
User Access

Tools to Assist
Educators

Create Your Own Private ‘YouTube’
Unique to your organisation
Branded with your own colours and logos
Embed your favourite YouTube videos without the
worry of adverts or comments

Upload your own content including videos, images,
documents and hyperlinks
Design your library category structure

Share Content Securely
Embed content directly into your VLE or LMS
Share content using secure weblinks, embed codes and
QR codes
Create ad hoc accounts for external users or guests

Seamlessly push media out to digital signage
Control the location where content can be viewed

Control User Access
Control what content and features are available to
each user
Secure authentication and SSO support

Traceability - with the ability to view what users
are uploading and viewing
Mark student content for moderation

Tools to Assist Educators
Create chapters
Edit videos
Guide student learning with comments
Design playlists

Create photosets and slideshows
Create video based learning resources
Direct access plugins for your VLE or LMS

Access to Educational Resources
Schedule and record TV and radio programmes
TV and radio programmes are buffered for up to
21 days
Access to foreign channels to support modern
foreign languages

Browse and add from a library of over 2 million TV
and radio programmes
Search programme subtitles to ﬁnd new content
Create series links

A Uniﬁed Video Platform
Additional features enable you to build on your media library and deliver a comprehensive platform that
suports your core digital strategy. These features include…

Lesson
Observation

Library Management
Integration

Lecture
Capture

Video
Assignment

Centrally Managed
Digital Signage

UNIFIED VIDEO PLATFORM

UNIFIED VIDEO PLATFORM

Live Streaming
of Events

Other considerations when selecting
a video platform…

Cloud hosted or locally hosted? It is currently a common trend to automatically assume
cloud is better. It is deﬁnitely the simpler option and reduces overheads for IT teams. Before
making a decision it is worth discussing the type of media you will be storing and if that is
something you would really want to store outside of your organisation.
If, ultimately you decide that a cloud platform is the right choice for you then always do your
due diligence before signing on the dotted line! Run ﬁnancial checks on the organisation
that you plan to contract with and speak to reference sites. You need to be 100% sure you
are hosting your valuable media with a reliable and stable company.
Support! Often overlooked when contracting with a platform partner, but good levels of
support are essential. There are a lot of variants to take into account when managing a
media library so it is important that your supplier can provide you with evidence that they
can deliver a good level of support and respond within an acceptable time frame.
The new GDPR legislation poses some challenges as to how you manage your digital
content. You will need to make sure your platform has tools to assist you with your GDPR
strategy and it is imperative that you as the Data Controller have a data processing
agreement in place with your platform provider. If you work in education and you are
looking at a cloud platform, then it is also worth checking to see if your supplier has a
DfE Cloud Services for Schools Self Certiﬁcation Statement.
Are you part of a group of organisations that may wish to collaborate and share resources?
If you are, or there is the possibility that in the future your organisation may become part of
a group, then it is imperative that you look for solutions that have group deployment
options, allowing one central platform to support multiple organisations.

Planet eStream is the only video platform that uniﬁes all of your digital media requirements.
It has been chosen by over 2,000 educational establishments from all over the globe to support
their core digital strategy and drive digital transformation, delivering signiﬁcant beneﬁts to
educators, e-learning professionals, librarians, learning resources teams, IT staff and,
most importantly, students.

www.discoverestream.com

